I. Introduction.
It is well known that the relativistic ( in which there are no two successive scatterings from the same target particle. By keeping only the first _rm-of the-infinite series of the opticalpotential we obtain the first-order optical potential. The tp approximation is achieved only after two more approximations, namely the impulse approximation which treats the struck target nucleon as though it were free, and the factorization approximation which assumes that the range of the interaction is small compared to the size of the nucleus. The last approximation is usually applied in order to avoid the complexities of performing the folding integral to obtain the optical potential. In this work we take a less formai but more intuitive approach and describe the projectile nucleus scattering problem in a meson exchange model. A brief account of this work has already been given.(4) In this paper we will developed the ideas reported there in more detail.
From the beginning, we would like to make it clear that our aim is to derive a multiple scattering theory for the projectile nucleus scattering, in the context of meson exchange.
We will not consider the full implication of the formal field theoretical treatment of the interacting many-body problem, which is admittedly very difficult. We develop an approach which permits the standard multiple scattering techniques of NR theory to be applied with slight modification. We ignore the full complications of antisymmetry required by the Pauli principle and also ignore the spin part of the problem. We do not assume any In order to treat the projectile target scattering consistently in a relativistic formalism one needs to resort to a field theoretical approach.
In this work we take a less ambitious rouZe and show that a relativistic multiple scattering series can be formulated in the context of a relativistic meson exchange model.
In the following we will consider a scalar "nucleon "interacting with an A-body spin zero iso-spin zero target where the interaction between the projectile and the target is described by meson exchange.
Since we do not assume any particular form of equation for the projectile target t-matrix, we will start from the most obvious fact that it can be obtained by summing all possible meson exchange diagrams of the projectile target system. A minimal set of meson exchange diagrams required for any such theory is the set of ladder and crossed ladder diagrams.
In the limit when the heavy target becomes infinitely massive, this set reduces to a one-body equation for the lighter particle moving in an instantaneous potential produced by the heavier particle (the one body limit(s)), and at high energies gives the eikonal approximation to scattering(9).
In this work we seek a theory in which these relativistic ladder and crossed ladder diagrams are summed efficiently.
In Fig.1 the target is representedby a double line, the dash lines represent the exchanged particle (meson) and the solid line represents the projectile. For the intermediate states the target can be in its ground state, denoted by n = 0, or in excited states, r_ _ 0 , which includes the break-up states. The notation is very compact; each diagram in In Fig.4 the box diagram, Fig.lb, and io" We assume forward scattering, i.e k = k", so that the meson poles become double poles.
The external particles are taken to be on their mass-shell. where we have used the sub-script lr suggestively for the meson double pole contribution. The individua/pole contributions axe M,a(L,. where the binding energy is neglected. -p'0) a -i,l-' --* 2zi 6(pp°-(W -EnCk')))
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The projectile propagator in Eq(3.1) can be factorized into [e2(k ,) -p'21-1 --
leek') + (W -E,(k'))]-1[e(k ') -(W -E,,(k'))] -1
In the last expression we see that there are two singularities, one at W = e(k') + En(k') which is the usual elastic cut and the other one at W = En(k _) - _ 0) , the singularity can move into the physical region and is a cause for concern. It has been an obstacle in developing a RMST. In this situation it i's clearly not a good approximation to take one of these poles and Uneglect "the other.
To see when this singularity becomes
In addition to these spurious singularities in the projectile propagator, there are other spurious singularities arising from the meson propagators when the excited state target is put on its mass-shell. For calculational purposes these meson singularities are even worse than the ones from the projectile propagator since they can arise for relatively low excitation energies. At threshold they will appear when the excitation energy reaches the meson mass.
The situation in the lower half plane (Fig 5a) is different. The above analysis suggests that, when we evaluate the expression (3.1) for n = 0, we should close the contour in the upper half plane (to obtain the best approximation), but
for n _ 0 we should close the contour in the lower half plane to eliminate the problem of spurious singularities.
We now study the accuracy of this prescription by evaluating the box diagram For this calculation the target mass and the meson mass are the same as the n = 0 case, and the excitation _mergy.of the _;arget is taken to be Am -m_100. As in_xe n -0 case, the cancellations between the box and the crossed box still occur to a very large extent, although the cancellation is not as good as in the previous case. It can be seen that, after the cancellation, the leftover terms in the energy range shown are less than 4% of the dominant projectile positive energy pole contribution.
In Fig.0 the curves mean the same as in Fig.S, but HereU is our optical potential operator and we seek a multiple scattering series expression for this operator. It should be noted that Eqs ( (2.19) .
The firstterm of this seriescan be interpreted as the single scattering term for the optical potential.
The second term is the propagator correction term which obviously depen& on our choice of the propagator g. The thirdterm on the RHS of (3.10) corresponds to multiple scattering corrections and they are directly related to two, three etc. particle correlations and can be assumed to be small in the first approximation. Eq(3.8) is shown diagrammatically in Fig.12 .
We conclude that the most appropriate t-matrix to be used in the optical potential should be calculated from a covariant three-dimensional equation for two particles in which one particle is kept on its mass-shell. This choice will minimize the leading correction to the multiple scattering series Eq ( where t_ =v_+vigt_=u_-t-t_gu;
Note that (3.14b) is equivalent to the two-boby equation with the projectileon shell,as described above and illustratedin Fig.12 and (3.14a) tellshow allfour legs of this twobody t-matrix are extrapolated off-shell for use in the optical potential. Note that _, has allfour legs off-shell( and includes a delta function in the A -1 spectator coordinates),
but is identicalto t_ ifone particleis on-shell in the initial and finalstate ( and the delta finctionin the A -1 coordinates is dropped). Furthermore, no further equation must be solved to obtained it;it is obtained directlyfrom t_ by quadrature; Eq(3.14a). Equation (3.14a) is illustratedin Fig.13 ; its4th order contribution was already encountered in one of the terms in Fig.2 .
IV. Discussion and Conclusion
In We then derived a multiple scattering series for the optical potential and showed, in the impulse approximation, that the t-matrix associated with the optical potential is to be calculated from a relativistic three dimensional equation in which one particle is kept on its mass-sheU.
We also described how the fully off-shell extension of this t-matrix Eq(3.8)
can be calculated from a quadrature, Eq(3.14a).
We emphasize that our development leadsto a precisedefinition of the t-matrix to be usedin the impluse approximation of the first-order optical potential. This is the principal difference between our result and the ItlA as commonly used. The t-matrix is to be obtained from a one-particle on mass-shell 
